
Gianto Sito & Tablo
Urbano Collection



GIANTO SITO
Collection: Urbano
Brand: TERRA

A trendy flower container with a round base and a bottom adjusted to the transport with a fork lift. A special 
grooves make the movement and setting of the pot easy and fast. Durable materials from which Gianto was 
made guarantee high resistance to mechanical damage, UV rays and unfavorable weather conditions. Gianto 
gives maximum possibilities: it can be a sandbox, a table, a place of rest…

A wide rim of the pot is not only a decorative element! Thanks to a unique project,  Gianto Sito not only can be 
a plant container but also a comfortable seat. Some relax in the surroundings of nature without leaving the city 
center? It is possible!

700 mm

MODEL DIMENSIONS CAPACITY WEIGHT NET PRICE

GIANTO SITO D* Ø 180 x 70 cm 510 L 65 kg 865 €

GIANTO SITO Ø 180 x 70 cm 1020 L 60 kg 865 €

A wide range of 
colors

100% 
recyclable

Resistant to the 
weather 
conditions

Resistant 
to mechanical 
damage

Waterproof

Mobile

*double bottom

A POT 
DIFFERENT 
THAN ANY 
OTHER
It will work in the places which do not have any access to 
natural substrate but they need a little bit of nature and 
greenery. Thanks to the material of the highest quality 
from which it was made, the Gianto pot can deal with any 
weather conditions. It is resistant to rain, snow, wind and 
UV rays. Furthermore, it is durable and resistant to me-
chanical damage.

Do you know that…?
Gianto pots are made from polyethylene – durable ma-
terial, which cannot be influenced by unfavorable weath-
er conditions. On the surface of the containers no cracks 
or scratches will appear as also they are resistant to the 
acts of vandalism and changeable weather factors.

colors/structure
(mat finish)

basic colors

corten brown





GIANTO TABLO
Collection: Urbano
Brand: TERRA

A big flower container for the urban space and not only. Made from the material of the highest quality, it is 
exceptionally durable and resistant to the influence of external factors. A flower pot with a round base and a 
bottom adjusted to the transport with a fork lift- its setting is easy and fast. Gianto can be used in many different 
ways: it can be a flower container or even a table!

Thanks to various sizes, the pot can be used in many different ways, for example, as a big table, at which you 
can eat, work or read.

1200 mm

MODEL DIMENSIONS CAPACITY WEIGHT NET PRICE

GIANTO TABLO D* Ø 180 x 120 cm 510 L 95 kg 1090 €

GIANTO TABLO Ø 180 x 120 cm 1840 L 90 kg 1090  €

A wide range of 
color

100% 
recyclable

Resistant to the 
weather 
conditions

Resistant 
to mechanical 
damage

Waterproof

Mobile

*double bottom

SHAPE& 
FUNCTION
Gianto pot is a real hybrid- it mixes classics and moder-
nity. On the one hand, it is a well-known shape, which 
perfectly works in any conditions, on the other hand- a 
unique way of the pot usage.It is an ideal flower container 
for the urban space. An appropriate size, durable materi-
als and functionality are the most important advantages.

Do you know that?
A specially developed Gianto base allows to trans-
port the pot with the help of a fork lift without any 
problems- the bottom has been equipped with 
grooves that allow easy movement.

colors/structure
(mat finish)

basic colors

corten brown





AUSTRIA / STADTGEMEINDE LEONDING



the
beauty
of pure
form
terraformdesign.eu


